County
Alamance
Alexander
Allegheny
Anson
Ashe
Avery
Beaufort
Caldwell
Camden
Chatham
Dare
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Davie
Greene
Harnett
Johnston
Lincoln

Pasquotank
Vance
Wake
Warren
Yancy

Adequate Shelter
"proper shelter" but no definition of shelter, for all animals (including livestock)
"Adequate shelter means that shelter or portion of an outside enclosure which will keep a non-aquatic animal dry and
General requirement to take care of animal (dog is animal, not livestock)
????
"proper shelter and prtection from the weather" for all animals (including livestock)
No animal services ordinance
"proper shelter" but no definition of shelter, for all animals (including livestock)
"All animals shall be provided with adequate shelter from the weather at all times" DEFINITION of adequa
Nothing about adequate shelter
Adequate shelter: "An enclosure having at least three solid sides, a roof, and a solid floor raised above the ground
Adequate shelter: "A structure which provides for an animal’s protection from inclement weather or sun, a
Failing to provide an adequate shelter for an animal wherein the animal can be protected from extremes o
No adequate shelter requirement
Adequate shelter for all animals: A structure intended for an animal’s protection from inclement weather o
Similar to OC shelter ordinance (very specific for dogs and cats; livestock exempted)
Adequate Shade for dogs means one (1) or more outside areas of shade, large enough to contain at one
Shelter from weather requirements (cold and hot weather, restrained and non-restrained)

Similar to OC shelter ordinance (very specific for dogs and cats; livestock exempted)
For all animals: Adequate shelter must include at least 3 sides and a roof, allow proper air circulation, and have suf
Similar to OC shelter ordinance (very specific for dogs and cats; livestock exempted)
Similar to OC shelter ordinance (very specific) but applies to all animals, not just for dogs and cats
No animal ordinance

Exemption for LGD
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ust for dogs and cats

Misc.

Guard dog notice required

Defines pet as any animal not used for utility

Cruel treatment includes "Failure to provide appropriate shelter and protection from ex
Animal includes livestock and dogs
Yes

Any person owning, maintaining, or Yes
harboring a dog or other animal for sentry or guard p
HUNTING/WORKING DOG. A dog which is trained or being trained to assist in herding or

SHELTER FROM WEATHER. For animals which are kept outside under weathe
(1) Restrained animals. Any non-agriculture animal(s) restrained as a pet b
COLD WEATHER SHELTER. When temperature is below 32°F at any tim
HOT WEATHER SHELTER. Shall be either located in appropriate shade
(2) Non-restrained animals. Any non-agriculture animal(s) kept as a pet wil

It shall be unlawful for any owner to permit an animal to be at large.
Not considered "at large" if "A dog working as a herding dog or predator control dog on
Security dogs must register with AS w/in 15 days

and protection from excessive heat, cold, and other weather conditions detrimental to the health and wellbeing of the anima

d to assist in herding or hunting activities

outside under weather conditions which adversely affect the animal's health, a shelter for the animal which is surrou
restrained as a pet by tether or fence will require a structure for shelter.
below 32°F at any time during a 24-hour period, will provide protection from wind, rain, sleet, or snow.
n appropriate shade or have shade provided for the animal by artificial means when temperature is in excess of 80°
al(s) kept as a pet will be provided a location where the animal has access toprotection from hot or cold weather.

redator control dog on the property"

h and wellbeing of the animal;"

r the animal which is surrounded on three sides, covered by a roof, and has an attached floor (excluding barns), and

eet, or snow.
perature is in excess of 80°F at any time during a 24-hour period.
om hot or cold weather.

floor (excluding barns), and which is structurally sound, maintained in good repair, and constructed in such a manne

onstructed in such a manner that it is water and wind resistant.

